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I, Dr- K' Ajith Josep[ Principal Scientist & Executive Director, Nansen Environmenral
Research centre (India)" a non profit research eenhe for climale and Environmental

active researrcher and project merpger in the field of Oceaa Science today. Our institute has a
fimctional MoU with cusAT to dwelop collaborative research programme with Department
ofPhysical oceanography for student exchange, joint projects and transferring *nowledge in
teclmical areas like numerical ocean modelingand satellite remote sensing

I was a student of N{-sc (Physical oceanography) at cusAT during the year lggg-lggo and
Iateras a Rgsearch Fellorv from 1993-1996 and rhen as a SeniorResearch Fellow from 1997-
2000 working under a project at the Department of Physical Oceanography funded by
Ministry of Environment and Forest, Govt. of India. The lessons i leamed fiom CUSAT and
the knowledge i gained during my tenure at CUsAT belped me a lot for my pmfession The
cuniculum stncture at the Departnent of Physical oceanography of CuSATwas in par with
internmional standards and the faculty and the research intastructue at $e Dep1. of physical
Oceanography rvas un comparable_

It is noted that this departnent rvas the alma mater of most of the
oceanographers in India and I consider rhal it was a great privitege
fi.rndamentals and dris applied science during my term at cusAT.

I wish the departrnent all success in its new vision and be able to produce more innovations in
the field of Ocean Scfence for the country.

present day famous
for rne to shrdy the

(Dr. K AjithJoseph)
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ESSO.INDIAN NATIONAL CENTRE FOR OCEAN INFORMATION SERVICES
(Ministry of Earth Sciences, Govt. of India)

"Ocean Valley", Pragathi Nagar (8.O.), Nizampet (S.O.), Hyderabad - 500 090, Telangana, India.

Dr. Francis P. A.
Scientist-F & Head MDG
Students Coordinator

21 December 2020
Email : francis@incois.gov.in

Ph: +91-40-2388 6032
: +91.-944180 9878

Sub: Evaluation of M. Sc. Physical Oceanography Course

Dear Dr. Sajeev

I write this letter as an appreciation for the M. Sc. Physical Oceanography course of
Department of Physical Oceanography (POD), Cochin University of Science and Technology
(CUSAT). I have been associated with the M. Sc. students of POD for the past 10 years in the
capacity of the co-ordinator of academic activities in INCOIS. I have guided students passed out
from this department for Ph. D. degree. I also have mentored many students from this department
for their academic projects as well as summer internships. I have noticed that the students from
POD are well trained both in the theoretical aspects as well as in the practical applications. I always
rate these students among the top 5o/o of students I come across in this field. This can be achieved
only through a well thought about syllabus and sincere efforts of the teachers. Hence I herewith
record my sincere appreciation of the M. Sc. Program of POD as it has been producing many world-
class"leaders in the field of Physical Oceanogra-phy. I am very proud to be part of your efforts to
bring up the next generation of talented researchers and academicians in this field.

I congratulate you and your colleagues for keeping up the high academic standards of the M. Sc.
Physical Oceanography course and wish you and your colleagues all success in the coming years.

With best regards

-rAt"

Students' Coordinator

Dr. R- Sajecv
FIeatj, Denartr:rcnt ci Physir:ai r-l'
Cochin tini','ersitv cf lcienre ar "
Kochi, Kerala
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Dr. N. Anilkumar
Scientist-F & Group Director
Ocean Science Group l8 December,2020

Letter of Appreciation

assorted e of spatial scales, from the centimeter scales pertinent to turbulent

rnodelling.

this artrnent, where many of the graduate sftrdents choose to do their post-graduation as

use in coastal and estuarine regions.

degrees fr the CUSAT.

N. Anilkumar
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National Institute of Oceanography
Dona Paula, Goa 403 O(M,lndia

Tel: 9l-832t450300
Fax: 91-832-2450608

Dr. 
^S. 

Prasannu Kumar
Emeritus Scientist

Former Acting Director
Head Physical Oceanography Division
Chief Scientist & Professor at AcSIR

E-mail: ; prasannafa)nio.org
Mob: 9l-9423059971

LETTER OF APPRE,CIATION

Date: 20tr December 2020

It is my pleasure and proud privilege to extend this letter of appreciation to the

Departrnent of Physical oceanography (PoD) at the School of Marine Science,

CUSAT, Kochi, Kerala.

As an aluminous of this departmenl having studied for my Masters in Physical

oceanography during 1978-80 and subsequently for PhD during 1980-85, I wish to

share a few points that make this departrnent as the distinguished seat of learning in

Oceanography in our country. Firstly, what makes this departnrent a cut above the

other educational institutionVuniversity in the country is the well qualified faculty

rvith experience and international exposurc. The second important aspect that makes

the department unique is the well-balanced curriculum that has stong footing in

theoretical aspects of Physical oceanography and equally sffong emphasis on the

hands-on in laboratory experiments. Thirdly, it has a well-equipped laboratory and

library with up-to-date text books as well as research joumals. This department is one

of the few in the country that provides opporhrnity for the students to participate in

the multi-disciplinary oceanographic cruise onboard Indian research ships as a part of
the curriculum.

Due to the aforesaid feasons, this department could produce well qualified manpower

in oceanography many of whom became the countries well known Physical

I of2



oceanographers occupying important position in various lnstitutions and government

deparhents such as CSIR-National Institute of oceanography (Mo), Ministry of
Earth Science (MoES) instirutions, ns\pnd faculty of many universities, Irfs, and

ISERS. Many of them are also well known oceanographers of international repute

presently heading or having headed several international programs and organizations.

I strongly believe that POD of CUST will continue to be a great seat of leaming in
Oceanography, as it is constantly updating its syllabi and skilling their faculty by
keeping in pace with the changes in the field of oceanography.

S. hasanna Kumar
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Earth System S ence Organisation
Ministry of Earth Sciences, (Government of India)

Headland Sada, VascodaGama, Goa - 403 804, INDIA

Dr. M. Ravichandran
Director

To

Dr R. Sajeev

Head,

Dept. of Physical

CUSAT, Kochi

Date: 30.12.2O2O

Sub: Letter of Appreciation to CUSAT

Dear Dr. Sajeev

At the outset, lexpress my sincere gratitude for providing a conducive background for
facilitating the ongoing collaborations between NCPOR and CUSAT. The recent formulation of the
CUSAT-NCPOR Centre for Polar Sciences at CUSAT is one of the most recent testimonies to this
fact. The association with CUSAT almost started during the very inception of NCPOR. Many of the
CUSAT alumni have been inducted as researchers at NCPOR and have taken pivotal roles in

establishing laboratories at NCPOR and leading several scientific programmes. The faculty and

students at CUSAT are actively involved in many of the programs implemented by NCPOR on

behalf of the Ministry of Earth Sciences. I am happy to note that students have also taken up
polar related research themes for their doctoral studies at CUSAT. The courses offered by CUSAT

have a well-structured syllabus which equips the students to take up challenging research
pioblems in the field of ocean and climate sciences, I have always been impressed by your
students' quality and the excellence of research work done there. The university has been able
to carve a name for itself in the arena of marine research. Over the years, it has also served as a

source of trained workforce in this specialized area, The students have been proving their mettle
and bringing laurels to the university. On this occasion, I would like to place on record my deep
appreciation for the work being done by CUSAT. I wish all success to the university in all its future
endeavours and pray that it will scale greater heights in the years to come.

Yours sincerely

Oceanography,

Dr' hl. Ravichansta,l' 
Dhcalor
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INOIAN INST$TUTE OF TROPICAL T#ETEOROLOGY

Dr, Horni Bhabha Road. Pashan. Pune - 411 OOS fndia

This letter of appreciation is extended with kind regards to our beloved Department of Physicat
Oceanography (POD), Schoolof Marine Science, CUSAT, l(ochi.

I have great regard for this department for many reasons; a few are stated below.

CUSAT is the most reputed and one of the very few intuitircns in the nation which offer a Mastefs
degree in (Physical) Oceanography and Ocean Technology. Today whatever I have achieved in my
career is routed from the great opportunities I have received from this university and department-

For a student with a bachelor's in Physics, Mathernatics, or Engineering subjects to enter into the
world of Oceanography, the POD, CUSAT is the best oBtion available in the nation, The
Oceanography course offered here has always maintained a right balance between the fundamentals
and state of the art in the Ocean Sciences, mmpetent enough with other leading Oceanography
academic centers of the world.

As an M.Sc. student of POD, CUSAT durring 1999-2001, I cherish the great leaming the department
has offered thtough its dedicatd faculties, excellent library systern, professional course cuniculum,
eomputational labs, instrument labs, and other infrastructureslfacilities. I have earned a degree from
the department (MSc in Oceanography), and I made an excellent career aftenrard. After the M.Sc
from POD, CUSAT, I pursued a Ph.D. in Oceanography from Japan, where a degree flom CUSAT
was highly valued.

Oceanography and Meteorology graduates from CUSAT contribute to the Ministry of Earth Science's
(MoES, Govt sf India) research fellow programs. As a prograrn head of the training units of the
MoES, I can testify that the research contributions of young students from CUSAT vdro are joining the
ministry institutes are invaluable forthe rninistry and the nation-

I believe the POD, CUSAT continues to strive to generate high-quality graduates in the field of
Oceanography and contribute skilled hurnan resources for the essential need of the nation to address
state of the art in the fields of Oceanography and Earth System Sciences.

Vinu Valsala

16-Dec-2020
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Dr. Vinu Valsah PhD
Project Director & Scientist-F
Devebpment of Skilbd Manpower in Earth System Sciences
Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorobgl, Pune 411 008,lndia.
E-Mail: vabah@tropmet.res.in
Phone: 91-20-2590 -451.4
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